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Atkinson, Kate Shrines of Gaiety

When a house party goes terribly wrong, a suburban town fractures, exposing disturbing truths about the 
community. 

Box, C.J.

Erin and her friends from college, now in their mid-twenties, are shaken by the death of Silas, one of their own. They 
are plunged into a waking nightmare when they take a pill Silas learned of that allows them to see-and interact 
with-ghosts.

Supernatural Horror

Cameron, Rita

The Winners Humor

The #1 national bestselling, award-winning author of Life after Life transports us to a restless London in the wake of 
the Great War—a city fizzing with money, glamour, and corruption—in this spellbinding tale of seduction and 
betrayal.

The long-awaited conclusion to the beloved New York Times  bestselling and “engrossing” Beartown series—which 
inspired an HBO series of the same name—follows the small hockey town’s residents as they grapple with change, 
pain, hope, and redemption.

The House Party Contemporary Fiction

Opposites certainly attract for the stranded pop star and small-town baker in this charming slice of romance.

Armas, Elena

Historical Fiction

SEPTEMBER 2022 BOOKS & MEDIA
Interested in ordering anything on this list?

Call us at 508-869-2371 or email:  publiclibrary@boylston-ma.gov
(be sure to include your name and contact information)

FICTION
Author Title Genre
Adams, Sarah When in Rome Contemporary Romance

Next In Line Detective Mystery
The next novel in the Detective William Warwick series, by internationally bestselling author Jeffrey Archer.
Archer, Jeffrey

Chapman, Clay Ghost Eaters

Christie, Agatha

From the author of the Goodreads Choice Award winner The Spanish Love Deception , the eagerly anticipated 
follow-up featuring Rosie Graham and Lucas Martín, who are forced to share a New York apartment.

Marple: Twelve New Mysteries Mystery Anthology
Agatha Christie’s legendary sleuth, Jane Marple, returns to solve twelve baffling cases in this brand-new collection, 
penned by a host of acclaimed authors skilled in the fine art of mystery and murder.

Treasure State Crime Thriller
#1 New York Times  bestselling author C. J. Box's Treasure State  finds Cassie Dewell in Montana on the trail of a con 
man.

Backman, Fredrik

The American Rommate Experiment Romance
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Cape Cod bike shop owner Mackenzie “Mac” Almeida and her book club sleuths must solve a murder before Mac 
and her fiancée’s New Years Eve wedding.

Private investigator Charlie Parker is unwittingly drawn into a world of vengeance, which pits Parker against two 
separate—but vitally connected—investigations, which prove to be among the most complicated of his entire 
career.

Colgan, Jenny Christmas at the Cupcake Café

Cleeves, Ann

Murder in a Cape Cottage

Clark, Marcia The Fall Girl Crime Thriller
Lives and lies are inextricably linked by a high-profile murder trial in The Fall Girl , the latest exhilarating legal thriller 
from bestselling author Marcia Clark.

FICTION

Oath of Loyalty

Suspense Thriller
Jane MacGuire is on the run after her MI6 agent partner runs afoul of an international crime lord and she is 
targeted in the latest addition to the long-running series.

Margot Noble needs some relief from the stress of running the family winery with her brother. Luke Williams had it 
all, but when he quits his high-salary tech job in Silicon Valley in a blaze of burnout, he moves back to Napa. Set 
against a lush backdrop of Napa Valley wine country, nothing goes to your head as fast as a taste of love—even if it 
means changing all your plans.

Harris, Robert Act of Oblivion Historical Fiction

Captive

Mitch Rapp confronts a very different kind of killer in the explosive new thriller in Vince Flynn’s #1 New York Times 
bestselling series, written by Kyle Mills.

Flynn, Vince

Holiday Romance

Espionage Thriller

For fifty years a group of friends have been meeting regularly for reunions on Holy Island, celebrating the school trip 
where they met, and the friend that they lost to the rising causeway tide five years later. Now, when one of them is 
found hanged, Vera is called in. Learning that the dead man had recently been fired after misconduct allegations, 
Vera knows she must discover what the friends are hiding, and whether the events of many years before could have 
led to murder then, and now . . .

Detective Mystery

Cozy Mystery

The Rising Tide

Connolly, John The Furies Suspense Thriller

Day, Maddie

Romantic Comedy

Title GenreAuthor

A spellbinding historical novel that brilliantly imagines one of the greatest manhunts in history: the search for two 
Englishmen involved in the killing of King Charles I and the implacable foe on their trail—an epic journey into the 
wilds of seventeeth-century New England, and a chase like no other.

Guillory, Jasmine

Life is sweet for Issy Randall, owner of the Cupcake Cafe. But when her boyfriend Austin is scouted for a possible 
move to New York, Issy is forced to contemplate the prospect of a long-distance romance. And when the Christmas 
rush at the cafe—with its increased demand for her delectable creations—begins to take its toll, Issy has to decide 
what she holds most dear.

Johansen, Iris

Drunk on Love
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Loigman, Lynda Cohen

Clive Cussler's Hellburner Action Thriller

A mother and daughter find the courage to go undercover after stumbling upon a Nazi cell in Los Angeles during the 
early days of World War II.

Maden, Mike

Back to the Garden Detective Mystery

Title Genre
Johnson, Craig Hell and Back

FICTION
Author

A fifty-year-old cold case involving California royalty comes back to life—with potentially fatal consequences—in this 
gripping standalone novel from the New York Times  bestselling author of the Mary Russell and Sherlock Holmes 
series.

When two seemingly unconnected mysterious deaths occur on his watch, police chief Jesse Stone must pull out all 
the stops to unravel the truth and stop a killer from striking again.

Robert B. Parker's Fallout Detective Mystery

King, Laurie R.

Lupica, Mike

The Matchmaker's Gift Historical Fiction

Juan Cabrillo and the crew of the Oregon  must track down a nuclear torpedo before it unleashes World War III in 
this electrifying new installment of the #1 New York Times  bestselling series.

Legendary storyteller Stephen King goes into the deepest well of his imagination in this spellbinding novel about a 
seventeen-year-old boy who inherits the keys to a parallel world where good and evil are at war, and the stakes 
could not be higher—for that world or ours.

A heartwarming story of two extraordinary women from two different eras who defy expectations to realize their 
unique talent of seeing soulmates in the most unexpected places.

King, Stephen Fairy Tale Supernatural Thriller

Mother Daughter Traitor Spy Historical Mystery

Mah, Ann Jacqueline in Paris Biographical Fiction
Evocative, sensitive, and rich in historic detail, Jacqueline in Paris  portrays the origin story of an American icon. Ann 
Mah brilliantly imagines the intellectual and aesthetic awakening of Jacqueline Bouvier Kennedy Onassis, and 
illuminates how France would prove to be her one true love, and one of the greatest influences on her life. 

March, Emily The Getaway Contemporary Fiction

MacNeal, Susan Elia

Detective Mystery
In Hell and Back , the eighteenth installment of the Longmire series, author Craig Johnson takes the beloved sheriff 
to the very limits of his sanity to do battle with the most dangerous adversary he’s ever faced: himself.

After years of putting her family first, Genevieve Prentice is making a fresh start—but it’s never easy to leave the 
past behind. Genevieve and her son, Jake, embark on a heartfelt and inspiring journey to learn about themselves, 
each other, and the true meaning of family.
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9/27The Golden Enclaves Fantasy

Her city is under siege. The zombies are coming back. And all Nona wants is a birthday party. The 3rd book in the 
Locked Tomb Series.

Nethercott, Genna Rose Thistlefoot Fantasy Folklore
An enchanted adventure illuminated by Jewish myth and adorned with lyrical prose as tantalizing and sweet as briar 
berries, Thistlefoot  is an immersive modern fantasy saga by a bold new talent.

Novik, Naomi
Saving the world is a test no school of magic can prepare you for in the triumphant conclusion to the New York 
Times  bestselling trilogy.

Snowed in for Christmas

Falling Stars Holiday Romance

A Song of Comfortable Chairs Detective Mystery

Title Genre

Holiday Romance

Michaels, Fern

Romantic Suspense
Dr. Raleigh Foster, an operative for a top-secret intelligence organization, knows that her undercover work has its 
risks. So she doesn't hesitate when asked to infiltrate Scimitar, the terrorist group that has stolen lethal 
environmental technology. But when she's assigned a partner—brooding, sexy Adam Grayson—to pose as her lover, 
Raleigh discovers that the most dangerous risk of all...is falling in love.

McCall Smith, Alexander

FICTION
Author

Muir, Tamsyn Nona the Ninth Science Fiction

McEwan, Ian Lessons Historical Coming of Age

When Lucy appears on the Miller family’s snow-covered Highland doorstep, she's mistaken for Ross’s girlfriend. By 
the time the confusion is cleared up, they're snowed in—she can’t leave, even if she wants to! But does she want 
to? As secrets spill out like presents from an overstuffed stocking and the chemistry between her and Ross ignites, 
this is going to be either Lucy's worst Christmas ever or the best mistake of her life.

In this latest installment in the beloved No. 1 Ladies’ Detective Agency series, Grace Makutsi encounters a pair of 
quandaries that will require all of her and Mma Ramotswe’s cleverness and generosity to resolve.

The epic and intimate story of one man's life across generations and historical upheavals. From the Suez Crisis to the 
Cuban Missile Crisis, the fall of the Berlin Wall to the current pandemic, Roland Baines sometimes rides with the tide 
of history, but more often struggles against it.

Mayor, Archer Fall Guy

Morgan, Sarah

 A body found in the trunk of a stolen car leads Joe Gunther and his team to crucial evidence in an infamous unsolved 
case from years past.

Detective Mystery

In this special seasonal tale, a ski instructor finds her skills –  and her heart –  put to the test courtesy of a visiting 
movie star. 

Montgomery, Selena Rules of Engagement
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A riveting legal thriller in which a reckless private detective is embroiled in a fraught police scandal.

A Truth to Lie For Historical MysteryPerry, Anne

Dubois, Brendan
Blowback Crime Thriller

Legal Thriller

9/12

Her Match
Thorne, Sally

A lethal new weapon endangers all of Europe—unless Elena Standish can rescue an ingenious scientist from Hitler’s 
clutches—in this action-packed mystery.

The Girl from Guernica WWII Fiction

Sparks, Nicholas Dreamland Contemporary Romance
A poignant love story about risking everything for a dream—and whether it’s possible to leave the past behind.

Strout, Elizabeth Lucy by the Sea Literary Fiction
A poignant, pitch-perfect novel about a divorced couple stuck together during lockdown—and the love, loss, despair, 
and hope that animate us even as the world seems to be falling apart.

Romantic Comedy 9/6

Robards, Karen
Inspired by Picasso’s great masterpiece Guernica , New York Times  bestselling author Karen Robards returns with a 
riveting story of intrigue, deception and bravery in the face of war.
  

Robb, J.D. Desperation in Death Historical Mystery

Author Title Genre

Maggie O'Farrell brings the world of Renaissance Italy to jewel-bright life in this unforgettable fictional portrait of 
the captivating young duchess Lucrezia de' Medici as she makes her way in a troubled court.

It is an ordinary Thursday, and things should finally be returning to normal. Except trouble is never far away where 
the Thursday Murder Club are concerned. A decade-old cold case—their favorite kind--leads them to a local news 
legend and a murder with no body and no answers.

Patterson, James

Historical Fiction

Osman, Richard The Bullet that Missed Detective Mystery

O'Farrell, Maggie The Marriage Portrait

Turow, Scott Suspect

A historical rom-com that imagines Victor Frankenstein’s sheltered younger sister, and her attempts to create the 
perfect man.

FICTION

A gripping new thriller that pits homicide detective Eve Dallas against a conspiracy of exploitation and evil.

American President Barrett personally orders CIA agents Liam Grey and Noa Himel to execute his plan, but their 
loyalties are divided. The CIA serves at the pleasure of the president, yet when the threat comes directly from the 
Oval Office, that’s where the blowback begins.

Angelika Frankenstein Makes 
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Ahn, Woo-Kyoung

Bissinger, Buzz
When the Japanese attacked Pearl Harbor, college football was at the height of its popularity.  As the nation geared 
up for total war, one branch of the service dominated the aspirations of college football stars: the United States 
Marine Corps. The 4th and 29th Marine regiments ranks included one of the greatest pools of football talent ever 
assembled: Former All Americans, captains from Wisconsin and Brown and Notre Dame, and nearly twenty men 
who were either drafted or would ultimately play in the NFL.   

NONFICTION

Urquhart, Alaina The Butcher and the Wren Crime Thriller
From the co-host of chart-topping true crime podcast Morbid , a thrilling debut novel told from the dueling 
perspectives of a notorious serial killer and the medical examiner following where his trail of victims leads.

Ward, J.R. The Viper

Author
Thinking 101

Paranormal Romance
In this newest Prison Camp installment, #1 New York Times  bestselling author J. R. Ward pens a heart-wrenching 
tale of love and betrayal in the Black Dagger Brotherhood world.

West, Catherine Adel The Two Lives of Sara Historical Fiction

A collection of 100 new, simple and delicious one-pan, one-pot, or one-sheet recipes that minimize clean-up times 
and include Miso-Glazed Salmon with Roasted Sugar Snap Peas, Cheesy Meatball Parm with Spinach and Gingery 
Coconut Noodles with Shrimp and Greens.

Cookbook

FICTION
Author Title Genre

The Mosquito Bowl WWII Sports

Title Genre
Cognitive Science

Psychologist Woo-kyoung Ahn devised a course at Yale called “Thinking” to help students examine the biases that 
cause so many problems in their daily lives. It quickly became one of the university’s most popular courses. Now, for 
the first time, Ahn presents key insights from her years of teaching and research in a book for everyone.

Bergen, Mark Like, Comment, Subscribe Social Media Business
The gripping inside story of YouTube, the company that upended media, culture, industry, and democracy—by 
leading tech journalist, Mark Bergen.

A young mother finds refuge and friendship at a boardinghouse in 1960s Memphis, Tennessee, where family 
encompasses more than just blood and hidden truths can bury you or set you free.

Young, Adrienne Spells for Forgetting Magical Realism
From New York Times  bestselling author Adrienne Young comes a deeply atmospheric story about ancestral magic, 
an unsolved murder, and a second chance at true love.

Clark, Melissa Dinner in One
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NONFICTION
Author Title Genre

Offering perspective-shifting parenting principles and troubleshooting for specific scenarios—including sibling 
rivalry, separation anxiety, tantrums, and more—Good Inside  is a comprehensive resource for a generation of 
parents looking for a new way to raise their kids while still setting them up for a lifetime of self-regulation, 
confidence, and resilience.

MacIntyre, Ben Prisoners of the Castle WWII
The definitive and surprising true story of one of history’s most notorious prisons—and the remarkable cast of POWs 
who tried relentlessly to escape their captors.

Harvey, Hal The Big Fix Climate Change 9/20

An engaging, accessible citizen’s guide to the seven urgent changes that will really make a difference for our 
climate—and how we can hold our governments accountable for putting these plans into action.

Kennedy, Becky Good Inside Parenting

Is understanding the science of attachment the key to building lasting friendships and finding “your people” in an 
ever-more-fragmented world?

Friedman, Tova

A powerful memoir by one of the youngest survivors of Auschwitz, Tova Friedman, following her childhood growing 
up during the Holocaust and surviving a string of near-death experiences in a Jewish ghetto, a Nazi labor camp, and 
Auschwitz.

Brabant, Malcolm
Kingsley, Ben

The Daughter of Auschwitz Biography 9/6

Personal Finance 9/27

Fisher, Max The Chaos Machine Social Science & Tech.
An essential book for our times, tracking the high-stakes inside story of how Big Tech’s breakneck race to drive 
engagement—and profits—at all costs fractured the world.

Franco, Marisa G., PhD Platonic Relationships

Gillis, Justin

Irving, Shae
Get It TogetherCullen, Melanie

Darman, Jonathan
An illuminating account of how Franklin D. Roosevelt’s struggles with polio steeled him for the great struggles of the 
Depression and of World War II.

This workbook is a complete guide to collecting and organizing important papers and information. The author leads 
readers through the process step by step, prompting them to provide information that will make sure family 
members don’t lose out on money, legal documents, and items of emotional significance. At the end the process, 
the vital details about the reader’s life will be organized and easy for loved ones to access and understand.

Becoming FDR Biography
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As the human lifespan expands and more people are living to 100 years and beyond, New York Times  best-selling 
author Michael Roizen, M.D., explains how to prepare for a longer, healthier future.

Tyson, Neil deGrasse Starry Messenger Physics and Philosophy
Bringing his cosmic perspective to civilization on Earth, Neil deGrasse Tyson shines new light on the crucial fault lines 
of our time—war, politics, religion, truth, beauty, gender, and race—in a way that stimulates a deeper sense of 
unity for us all.

NONFICTION
Author Title Genre

Dugard, Martin
In the latest book in the multimillion-selling Killing Series, Bill O'Reilly and Martin Dugard tell the larger-than-life 
stories of Elvis Presley, John Lennon, and Muhammad Ali. The King is dead. The Walrus is shot. The Greatest is no 
more.

Ripa, Kelly Live Wire Autobiography
A sharp, funny, and honest collection of real-life stories from Kelly Ripa, showing the many dimensions and crackling 
wit of the beloved daytime talk show host.

Roizen, Michael F., MD The Great Age Reboot Health and Fitness 9/13
Linneman, Peter
Ratner, Albert

Mogelson, Luke The Storm Is Here Political Science
After years of living abroad and covering the Global War on Terrorism, Luke Mogelson went home in early 2020 to 
report on the social discord that the pandemic was bringing to the fore across the US.

Munroe, Randall What If? 2 Humor Trivia
The #1 New York Times  bestselling author of What If?  and How To  answers more of the weirdest questions you 
never thought to ask.

O'Reilly, Bill Killing the Legends Biography 9/27

McDonald, Brian Five Floors Up Biography
A riveting social history of the New York City Fire Department told from the perspective of the Feehan family, who 
served in the FDNY for four generations and counting.
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This is a clear-eyed and comprehensive book that decodes the science of how to better use your time to live a more 
meaningful, pleasurable, and fulfilling existence.

King, Stephen Fairy Tale Supernatural Thriller
Legendary storyteller Stephen King goes into the deepest well of his imagination in this spellbinding novel about a 
seventeen-year-old boy who inherits the keys to a parallel world where good and evil are at war, and the stakes 
could not be higher—for that world or ours.

How To Invest Business & Economics

Title

Has Anyone Seen My Toes? Humor Fiction

A master class on investing featuring conversations with the biggest names in finance, from the legendary 
cofounder of The Carlyle Group, David M. Rubenstein.

Sparks Nicholas Dreamland Romance
In the course of a single unforgettable week, Colby and Morgan will navigate the exhilarating heights and 
heartbreak of first love. Hundreds of miles away, Beverly will put her love for her young son to the test. And fate will 
draw all three people together in a web of life-altering connections . . . forcing each to wonder whether the dream 
of a better life can ever survive the weight of the past.

Holmes, Cassie Happier Hour Self-help

Blowback Crime Thriller 9/12
Dubois, Brendan
American President Barrett personally orders CIA agents Liam Grey and Noa Himel to execute his plan, but their 
loyalties are divided. The CIA serves at the pleasure of the president, yet when the threat comes directly from the 
Oval Office, that’s where the blowback begins.

It is an ordinary Thursday, and things should finally be returning to normal. Except trouble is never far away where 
the Thursday Murder Club are concerned. A decade-old cold case—their favorite kind--leads them to a local news 
legend and a murder with no body and no answers.

Patterson, James

Rubenstein, David M.

Genre

Maddie Christopher and Knox Channing were married for a 48 hours more than a decade ago, but haven’t laid eyes 
on each other since they split in a fiery confrontation with Maddie’s parents. When Maddie finally approaches Knox 
to apologize for her role in their breakup, it is just the nudge they need to reconsider their relationship.

AUDIOBOOK CD
Author Title Genre

Turow, Scott Suspect Legal Thriller
A riveting legal thriller in which a reckless private detective is embroiled in a fraught police scandal.

Buckley, Christopher
A comic tour de force. The story of one man’s spiraling journey through lockdown during the Covid-19 pandemic.

Chase, Samantha The I Do Over Romance

Osman, Richard The Bullet that Missed Detective Mystery

LARGE PRINT
Author
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Vandhei, Jim

This guiding principle turned first Politico and then Axios into hugely influential media companies. It’s also in the dna 
of Smart Brevity™, the Axios spin-off that teaches Fortune 500 companies, organizations, professional writers and 
other individuals how to get their message heard. Now they’ve distilled their lessons into an essential guide—and 
manifesto—for writing effectively in the digital age.

Towey, Jim To Love and Be Loved Religious Biography
From a trusted advisor and devoted friend of Mother Teresa comes an extraordinary firsthand account of the 
miraculous woman behind the saint.

Allen, Mike
Schwartz, Roy

Smart Brevity Business Writing 9/20

AUDIOBOOK CD
Author Title Genre

An English combat nurse from 1945 is mysteriously swept back in time to 1743.

DVD's
Title Genre Rating
Elvis
The life of American music icon Elvis Presley, from his childhood to becoming a rock and movie star in the 1950s 
while maintaining a complex relationship with his manager, Colonel Tom Parker.

Drama Fantasy Historical Romance

Music Drama Biography PG-13

TV-MAOutlander Season 6


